
TRIP REPORT FORM
AGGIE SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

DATE: 2/12/23 CAVE: Whirlpool
SPECIFIC AREA: Pancake Room Leads
TEAM LEADER: Jenna Crabtree
TEAM MEMBERS: Duncan Reeheedran, Caleb Crubaugh, Jakob Denton, Luke
Anderson
TIME ENTERED: 1:30 pm EXIT TIME: 6:50 pm

PURPOSE OF THE TRIP
Digging and lead chasing two leads in the Pancake Room.

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE YOUR TRIP AND ANY SPECIAL OBSERVATION

We departed College Station at roughly 11:30 am and headed for Austin, Texas.
Luke’s fuel-efficient beast of a car was loaded down with happy cavers and new dig
tools. We arrived at the Whirlpool parking lot at roughly 1 pm and met up with our good
bud Duncan. We entered the cave at approximately 1:30 pm.

We forgot to pack safety glasses so the group waited in the entrance chamber for
Caleb to go grab some from his bag in the car. We quickly made it to the Pancake
Room and begin to unpack tools and discuss who would do what. Luke carried the dig
tools to the back of the left lead and scoped it out, as it was his first time to the Pancake
Room. Jakob & Caleb immediately got to digging out the right lead, continuing where
we left off in December. I took my “Speleoscope” to the left lead and used it so see
beyond our next squeeze point. It appeared that the passageway did continue on and
so we decided to continue in the cramped conditions.

After 45 minutes to an hour Jakob & Caleb had dug out enough that I was able to
enter into the chamber at the right of the room. I quickly got to sketching the small
chamber as I knew it would take me awhile. The chamber was heavily decorated at the
entrance with soda straws, stalagmites, and a column. The ceiling was high enough that
you could lay down and prop yourself up with your elbows but not high enough that you
could sit. Since I was the only one that could fit at the time I taped the room myself and
took down measurements. There is rock shelving all along the left side of the chamber
when you enter that has space below it where water comes out of. This lead to there
being a fine gravel/sandy streambed through the direct middle of the chamber. The



water then slips into the next chamber where the lead continues. While I continued to
sketch on Jakob took a refreshing nap in the mud pile we had created.

On the left lead Caleb, Duncan, and Luke made a valiant effort to extend the
passage 2-3 meters longer. To continue to make the lead longer additional rocks will
need to be moved out of the way, as right now the lead is too uncomfortable and tight to
safely push.

Overall the trip was marked as a success. Additionally, as my time in the Aggie
Grotto this is the first dig/lead chase that the Aggies have “lead”.

Speleoscope device. A zebralight and camcorder taped to a tripod.



From left to right: Caleb Crubaugh, Luke Anderson, Duncan Reheedran, Jenna
Crabtree, and Jakob Denton. After dig smiles!



Formation on the ceiling of the Pancake Room in Whirlpool.


